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The English Edition towards Understanding Islam is a book written by Sayyid Abu al-Ala Mududi whose author has earned a reputation as a religious scholar and principal thinker. [1] This book has been translated into a number of languages. [2] Jemaah Islamiyah claims to have been translated into 13 languages. One of
the English translations of this book is by Professor Khurshid Ahmed. Under the subtitle of the editor's introduction in November 1979[3] Professor Kurshid Ahmed attempts to present the book: originally written in 1932 in Urdu, under the title Rassala-e-Diniat, the purpose of the book was a textbook for upper-class
students and the general general. He served an important need and became a popular Islamic reader. Most schools and colleges in South Asia adopted it as a textbook in theology and made his studies part of their curriculum. It has been translated into many languages around the world, including: English, Arabic, Hindi,
Persian, German, French, Italian,[4] Turkish, Portuguese, Swahili, Indonesian, Japanese, Malayalam, Tamil, Pashto, Baloch, Bengali, Georgian and Sindhi. It is also translated into Telgo, Kanada, Marathi and Albanian. Description Mododi says that Islam is much more than daily rituals and customs, and that it should be
considered a dynamic system of life for the whole of life. The purpose of the book is to provide Muslims and non-Muslims alike with a concise but comprehensive view of Islam. [5] The book also attempts to provide a logical basis for Islamic beliefs. Chapters of understanding Islam the meaning of Islam faith and the
dissonance of prophecy articles prayer of faith and worship of religion and sharia principles of sharia about the author this section does not mention any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced materials may be challenged and removed. (December 2016) Sayyid Abu al-
Ala Mudoudi (1903-1979), one of the leading architects of contemporary Islamic rebirth, was a prominent Islamic thinker and writer of his time. He devoted his entire life to explaining the meaning and mission of Islam and organizing a collective movement to establish the Islamic order. In this conflict, he had to go through
all kinds of suffering. Between 1948 and 1967, he was placed behind bars on four occasions, where he spent a total of five years in various prisons in Pakistan. In 1953, the Martial Law Court sentenced him to death for writing a paedane for sedition, and later commuted to life imprisonment. In 1941, he founded jemaah
Islamiyah and remained emir until 1972, one of the most prominent Islamist movements today. He has written more than 100 works on Islam, scientifically and popularly, and his writings have been translated into more than forty languages. References E. Lerman (1981) Middle East Studies 17 (4) 494-509 Modi's
Concept of Islam ^ JI: Founder: His Archive book 2006-08-11 in The Way Of Return Machine ^ Towards Understanding Islam ^ INDICE Conoscere l'Islam - www.islam-online.it Archive 2001-01-27 in The Wayback ^ Valley Nasr Machine (1995), Mudodi and The Making of Islamic Revival, Oxford University Press, Oxford
University Press, Oxford University, Oxford University P. 27 Retrieved from valuable information... But I hope he has made some points wrong, because this explanation and this description of this version of the way we should live, is sure scary... It sounds like a book oriented to make a reader worship and follow the
instructions just to avoid hell, if this is a great idea avoiding hell, then worship is about the benefits and not about living right. Anyone can simply adjust these instructions to their own benefits, just like what all the different Islamic groups precious information... But I hope he has made some points wrong, because this
explanation and this description of this version of the way we should live, is sure scary... It sounds like a book oriented to make a reader worship and follow the instructions just to avoid hell, if this is a great idea avoiding hell, then worship is about the benefits and not about living right. Anyone can simply adjust these
instructions to their own benefits, just like all the different Islamic groups around the world are doing, now. How can anyone believe that non-believers (according to this book people who do not follow Islam), who work 24/7 to help and give a better life to the poor and helpless, those non-believers who spend their time
sacrificing for humanity, end up burning forever just because they did not follow this path!!! As for the part that explains women's rights in Islam! (with all due respect, of course) but I am grateful to every single woman of our ancestors (along with the few real men who supported the process), who defended herself to
provide her and us a better life, because no fear of hell should make us bow or wait to be provided by the stupid jerks we live with these days, I am sure of hope, and we women all over the world will continue to fight for our rights. If anyone understands that God will punish someone who does what is good for humanity,
just because he does not follow this path, I think there is something wrong with this version of religion as well, and not just the religions mentioned in this book, because God is supposed to be merciful and not punished, and worship is supposed to gain peace and not just to avoid hell... (This is what all religions tell us, as
a summary)... Note: - Respect a few good (non-jerks) men there. - Great respect for all religions around With the hope of letting others live in peace. Seriously people get life, no one knows the truth, before you have an obsession with religion which is the right religion, try to believe in humanity first, at least you will have
something to be proud now and the hereafter, just saying :)... More... More
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